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While critical public health measures remain,
many spent their May long weekend outdoors,
commemorating Victoria Day. For some, with
travel restrictions still enforced in the province,
there’s no better place to celebrate and enjoy
the good weather than the parks like Kildonan
Park which itself opened on Victoria Day in 1911.

In one of the picnic tables was a group called
Bingo for Life. "We are not here to play bingo
but to get together with friends whom we have
not seen in a long while due to the pandemic."
They added that this is the first time that they are
going to meet up in person again after weeks
of staying home to keep safe from COVID -19.
The group said that they are aware of the rules
and that they are taking extra precautions as
most of them are seniors who are vulnerable
to catching the virus. "We made sure that we
all wear mask and observe social distancing
and in as much as we wanted to invite more
friends, we've limited our group to less than
ten people."
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Sali Na!

Pinoy groups and families
gather safely at Kildonan Park

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RELOCATION OPPORTUNITY?

WE ARE HIRING FOR OUR
NORTHERN & NORTHMART STORES
Seeking Supervisors, Department
Managers & Store Managers
We offer relocation, housing and food
allowances for successful candidates
To apply or for more details visit
www.careers.northwest.ca

Kababayans from Bingo
for Life said that their
gathering was such a
breather from being
confined in the house
for a long time. Their
usual get-together before
COVID-19 was bingo
nights on Fridays which
they have stopped since the
outbreak of the pandemic.
Most of them are retirees
and the only way they keep
connected was through
social media. Some of
them have cancelled
scheduled out-of-town
travels and booked trip
to the Philippines, which

All photos & articles available online!

The group was ready with their hand sanitizer

used to be their activity around this time of the previous years.
"We are all hoping that this pandemic does not stay here
for long and that everything goes back to normal soon," the
group said.
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Joseph Sevillo

20 Filipinos to Watch
by Kathleen Cerrer

Joseph G. Orobia

Architects At Play Inc.
Principal Architect,
Owner, President, and CEO

We’ve advocated for design thinking
From a young age, Joseph Orobia education at all levels and have
enjoyed drawing, making and created workshops and educational
deconstructing things, and imagining tools for schools to use. Through
our community outreach, we’ve
new spaces.
Today, he’s an award-winning seen students and educators become
Professional Architect and Designer inspired to use design thinking
and one of three founders of Architects to solve environmental, social,
at Play, a professional architecture entrepreneurial, and organizational
and design firm here in Winnipeg. problems, and we believe that this
A few of their staple projects is proof our efforts are making
include rejuvinating the Manitoba a difference.
Japanese Canadian Cultural Centre
and conceptualizing and building a I’ve also been fortunate in my
life-sized replica lechon (roasted pig) career to have worked on projects
for the Magdaragat Philippines Inc. that significantly improved the
Orobia is one of the founding quality of life for people.
members of Kultivation Festival,
a grassroots organization that One project I am particularly
celebrates and promotes the thriving proud to have been a part of is the
modern cultural scene in Manitoba’s building of a new tunnel between
the Frank Kennedy Building and
Filipino community.
In addition, in his spare the Architecture 2 Building at
time, he’s heavily involved with the University of Manitoba’s
the Filipino community through Fort Garry Campus. Although
Magdaragat and the Pearl of the not a very high-profile project
Orient Philippine Pavillion. Once (since 95% of it is underground),
a Folklorama performer himself, It closed a section of the tunnel
Orobia is most proud of the fact that system loop that finally allowed
his two kids, Lauren and Milaño, students, staff, and visitors to go
are now performers for the group, across campus without having to
learning about their culture and go outside. This was particularly
sharing through music, song, important for persons in wheelchairs,
who would otherwise have to go
dance, and theatre.
1. What excites you most about around two buildings and down
a steep ramp to gain access to
what you do?
The most exciting thing about being the tunnel system. It was my
an Architect and Designer is that idea to retrofit the Architecture
you get to shape the world around 2 Building elevator to stop at
you. The feeling of seeing people the ground level that ultimately
walk into one of the spaces you made the project a success for
designed or use one of the products universal accessibility.
you created is unlike any other.
I get to imagine what the future 3. Tell us a story about an obstacle
should look like and bring it to you faced and conquered.
I view challenges as opportunities
life through my practice.
for growth. Before founding
2. What impact have you witnessed Architects At Play, I had become
one of the most senior Architects
from your work?
From the very start, Architects At in a well-respected medium sized
Play has been focused on helping architectural office. However,
our communities through design my dream was to build my own
education outreach. We believe unique firm from the ground up.
that design thinking is a problem- So, after 10 years of working
solving skill that everybody should at the same firm, I took a huge
learn, and we have worked with leap and started a brand new
several school divisions to teach firm with two partners, Paulo
design thinking through STEAM Castillo and Grant LaBossiere.
programs, internship programs, In a very competitive industry,
professional development workshops, the biggest challenge we faced
was making a name for ourselves
and career fairs.

Let’s get social

as the “new guys”, without
stealing clients from other
firms.
In order to do this, we sought
to strategically set ourselves
apart from our competitors,
and we did this in a number
of ways.
First, we gave a name to our
firm, Architects At Play, that
would be instantly recognizable
and memorable. It also spoke
to the way we practice, in that
“play" penetrates all aspects of
our business, from our work
environment, to the way we
interact with others, to the
way we approach projects.
Secondly, from the very
start, we focused on being
very involved within our
community. This included
teaching and promoting design
education in schools, doing
volunteer photography for
Folklorama, and sponsoring
community organizations such
as Dalagita and Magdaragat
Philippines Inc.
Lastly, we focused our
marketing efforts on
highlighting the fact that
we have the capacity and
skillset in our firm to do a
wide variety of architecture
projects, as well as nontraditional design projects,
such as industrial design, toy
design, and fashion design.
In the short two-years that our
business has been operating,
we’ve managed to establish
ourselves as a creative, funloving, caring firm that is
ready and willing to face
any design challenge.

Ma-buhay! Musical
Creator, Co-Writer, Co-Lyricist
and Co-Composer

I was born and raised in Winnipeg and
have been a professional singer, dancer and
actor in the world of musical theatre for 23
years, and spent nine years in Toronto as a
musical theatre actor. Since moving back
to Winnipeg in 2015, I have performed in
shows such as: Westside Story, Shrek, Beauty
and the Beast, Mamma Mia!, Breaking Up
Is Hard To Do, and Cinderella (Rainbow
Stage), Billy Elliot (Royal Manitoba Theatre
Centre) and Danny King Of The Basement
(Manitoba Theatre For Young People).
I co-created Broadway Dance Convention
(BDC) with my friends/colleagues Tad Kojima
and Tyler Leighton. BDC is a yearly musical
theatre workshop that attracts hundreds
of aspiring musical theatre youth to train
with theatre professionals. I'm also one of
the lead musical theatre instructors at the
Shelley Shearer School Of Dance where I
teach nine classes. Under the mentorship
of Director/Writer/Choreographer Patti
Caplette at Koba Entertainment, I honed
my skills in choreography and learned
how she developed live stage shows. This
experience was an asset in building the
skill set I needed to create my own show
for the Filipino community and beyond.

Joseph Sevillo, Breaking Up Is Hard To Do
at Rainbow Stage, 2018 Season

co-lyricist and co-composer, Josh
Caldo. I was his mentor through the
DMCI Career Internship Program
where I put in 30 hours of work with
him introducing him to the world
of musical theatre in Winnipeg.
Josh and I are both signed on to
a three year artist residency with
Rainbow Stage to produce a full
scale production of Ma-buhay!
Musical. We won one of the largest
arts grants in Canada through the
Canada Council For The Arts and
we have written over 20 songs
together.

1. What excites you most about what
you do?
I'm excited to inspire the Filipino community
to pursue a career in arts and to share their
stories through singing, dancing, acting,
writing, music, art and design. I want
to discover the undiscovered by giving
Filipinos the opportunity to use their talent
to pursue a career if you are willing to put 3. Tell us a story about an obstacle
you faced and conquered.
in the work.
The obstacle I was facing was a lack
2. What impact have you witnessed from of belief that I could conceptualize
a dream so big. A dream to make a
your work?
I created Ma-buhay! Musical, a professional real difference in the community,
all Filipino musical that is being produced city and world. The key to conquer
by Rainbow Stage, set to have it’s world these insecurities is to: 1) trust
premiere in 2022. It will be the first your instincts 2) follow your heart
opportunity to have a professional musical and dream big 3) paint a vision so
with a full cast of Filipino singers, dancers clear as if you already have it 4)
find mentors to help you navigate
and actors on stage.
through the uncharted territories
The greatest impact of this project has been 5) treat yourself with kindness,
seen through the journey of my co-writer, love and respect.

Cast/Creative of Mabuhay First Live Reading at The PTE Festival Of New Works L-R : Joy
Lazo, Josh Caldo, Mimoza Duot, Dutchess Cayetano, Joseph Sevillo, Stephanie Sy, Robin
Quintana, Rochelle Kives, Raymond Padua, Gordon Buduhan. Rainbow Stage, Canada
Council For The Arts, Gail Asper, Tom Colina and Tad Kojima
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Broadway Dance Convention Co-Founders
L-R Joseph Sevillo, Tyler Leighton and Tad
Kojima. Created a one day workshop of
singing, dancing and acting by Winnipeg's
top professionals in musical theatre who have
gone to broadway and beyond
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Confusion ensues after
"Balik Probinsiya, Bagong
Pag-Asa" program kicks off; first Malacanang clarifies Health
Secretary Duque declared 2nd
batch group left for Leyte
Senator Bong Go initiated this revolutionary
move to decongest Metro Manila
Close to more than 119 people are
enrolled in the "Balik-Probinsiya,
Bagong Pag-Asa" program and last
Wednesday, May 20, the first batch
left for Leyte to settle and to get out
from Metro Manila, according to the
state-run Philippines News Agency.
Added to the PNA, the people
enrolled online via balkiprobinsiya.
ph for assessment by the National
Housing Authority to find out their
basic needs and other agencies are
involved to implement the program.
The "Balik-Probinsiya" which
was changed to "Balik-Probinsiya,
Bagong Pag-Asa" was approved by
President Duterte with an Executive
Order No. 114, supporting the motion
of Senator Bong Go, Resolution No.
380 to form the balik-probinsiya
initiative and its implementation.
In the PNA report, the beneficiaries
of the first batch heading to Leyte
received Ph5,000 for transportation
allowance and upon arrival in Leyte,
the Department of Social and Welfare
Development will also provide
the following:1) the family will
receive food packs; 2) a Ph15,000
capital seed grant, after 15 days

for possible livelihood assistance;
3) if the people who moved to the
provinces would like to work, the
agency will prepare facilitation
program; minor children will receive
a monthly grant.
As per observation, according
to some sources, that during the
imposition of lockdowns because
of COVID-19, millions of Filipinos
from Metro Manila clogged the
bus terminal, pushing themselves
spaces for the buses going to many
provinces in Luzon, Visayas and
Mindanao. Their destination: their
home province.
The positive move by the
Duterte government - to decongest
the population of Metro Manila. As
reported by PNA, Executive Order
No. 114 aimed to ensure "balanced
regional development and equitable
distribution of wealth, resources and
opportunities through policies and
programs that boost countryside
development and inclusive growth,
provide adequate social services,
and promote full employment,
industrialization and improve the

quality of life in the rural areas
Other government departments
and agencies will be involved,
like the Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI) to encourage business
investments in the provinces and
these companies will be given fiscal
incentives.
"We encourage big companies
to put up their plants or relocate. DTI
will give them fiscal incentives like
three to fours, even up to six years
of tax holiday for those who will
invest in the provinces, which they
will not get if they invest in Metro
Manila," said Abdulgani Macatoman,
Promotion Group of DTI.
Added to this initiative, those
who will avail of the BP2 program
may also benefit from the DTI
livelihood seeding program, aside
from the agency's mentoring program
for those who need further training
for a business that they want to
start up.
More beneficiaries are being
processed and soon, many former
Metro Manila residents will move
to the provinces.

wave of coronavirus outbreak
"We are still in the first wave of the
COVID-19 pandemic," presidential
spokesman Harry Roque said in the
Palace televised briefing to clarify
the statement declaration of DOH
Secretary Francisco Roque lll that
the Philippines is now facing the
second wave of the coronavirus
outbreak.
Roque continued to clarify
Duque's statement that he made
an analogy that probably Duque
was not able to interpret the data
of the pandemic situation. He cited
that even lawyers have a different
interpretation of the law, same as in
medicine, one can commit a wrong
interpretation.
Even during the Senate hearing
on the update of the pandemics,
Duque gave his interpretation of the

data from some medical experts on
epidemiology and this led to some
opposition aired by some senators
and other government officials.
Even President Duterte discourage
mentioning the second wave.
Duque's declaration was based
on some data that the first wave of
infection occurred in late January
when the first three confirmed cases
involving Chinese tourists from
Wuhan, China, where the novel
coronavirus outbreak started. Based
on the data that more than 10,000
cases peaked at the end of March that
DOH reported 583 new COVID-19
infections in March, citing that it
is the highest new cases in a day.
Roque then apologized to the
public for the confusion created by
DOH Secretary Duque.

Miss Universe Philippines 2020
adapts "new normal " for the
re-scheduled pageant in October
Expect a "new normal" in the selection
of Miss Universe Philippines 2020
when the pageant happens on October
25 at the Mall of Asia Arena after the
Miss Universe Organization recently
announced the new guidelines in
the 2020 pageant.
As reported by the Manila Times,
the preliminaries which involve the
swimsuit and the evening gown
competitions of the 51 regional
beauty contestants will be divided
into 10 groups. Each group will be
further divided into two with five
candidates at a time proceeding to
the designated competition area,
all will be wearing a face mask
until their individual turns on the
stage. In other words, there will be
no stage grouping taking place at
any time, and every candidate will
be told to go home as soon as they
descend the stage.
"The final show in October will
be one of a kind," Jonas Gaffud,
creative director, posted on MUP's
Facebook page. "The theme, the
opening number, the colours and
the interviews will be interesting
to say at least. Not to be coy but
all I can say is we will give you

a show unlike anything you have
seen before."
The October show will be
streaming via GMA for a pay-perview protocol for there will be no
live audience except for 100 people
who will comprise the show like the
contenders, judges and production
staff. Most of the materials will
be pre-taped to lessen executions
on stage.
Historically, the Binibining
Pilipinas Charities Inc. headed by
Stella Marquez-Araneta, was in
charge of the selection for Miss
Universe Pageant but it was handed
down to a new group headed by Bb.
Pilipinas Universe 2011 and 3rd
runner-up at the 2011 Miss Universe
Pageant, Shamcey Supsup-Lee, as
the National Director.
In accepting her new role,
Shamcey Supsup-Lee said, "I am
honoured with my new role for the
organization that brought meaning
to my life as a beauty queen and as
a woman. I am more than blessed
to be the National Director of the
Miss Universe Philippines (MUP).
As Miss Universe Philippines
always comes with the glory of

Miss Universe Philippines National Director
Shamcey Supsup-Lee

being able to represent the best
of the Philippine in the universe
stage. But we believe that service
and leadership to the nation should
come first before that glory."
Other titles like Miss International,
Miss Intercontinental, to name a
few, will be done by the Binibining
Pilipinas Charities Inc.
In a video posted on MUP
Facebook page, Shamcey said that
the next Miss Universe Philippine
should be a role model.
As reported, all the pageant
sponsors stayed in spite of the
pandemic which has altered the lives
of many people around the world.
Other officers of the Miss
Universe Philippines include Albert
Andrada, head, design council;
Nad Bronce, head, legal counsel;
Lia Andrada Ramos, head, Women
Empowerment and Charity; and
Mario Ramos, head, Marketing.

All photos & articles available online!

U-pick Berry farm will
open despite pandemic

A

ll berry lovers out there, you will get to pick fruit and add
berry picking to your activities this summer!
Boonstra Farms will be open in late June or July for berry
picking amid the pandemic.
"Strawberries look good," said Murray Boonstra, co-owner of
Boonstra Berries. "We anticipate a really good season again and we'll
just have to adhere to all the provincial guidelines and have it a little
bit different this year."
To adhere to government guidelines, part of the farm's protocols
is cancelling the tractor rides and customers will have to drive directly
to the fields to pick berries. Pickers will not be allowed to eat berries
while picking for health reasons. Physical distancing will also be
implemented in terms of assigning rows to the pickers.
"Every second row we'll do, so they will be 10 feet apart and as the
people move up the row, we'll fill up the other rows and we should be
able to adhere to everything. It should work out good, we are hoping."
Boonstra assures that there will be more staff on-site to make sure
that guidelines like physical distancing are followed.

FilipinoJournal.com
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Heart Evangelista
adapts to the new
normal in fashion
If there is one person who is rocking her fashion
while killing boredom amid the pandemic, it is Heart
Evangelista. In her Instagram posts with hashtag
#TheNewNormalwithLoveMarie, Heart shows some
OOTD’s as she adapts to the new normal in a fashionable
but safe way.
She posted the Armor Project outfit created by
her friend designer Mark Bumgardner which she said
in one of her comments that (though it may look hot)
the material is good and actually suits the Philippine
weather.
She also shared a PPE –style pullover dress designer
by her cousin Marie Ongpauco Barlao which she
completes with her main accessory: a DIY face mask
accented with a gift-wrapping ribbon from Channel.
Another post showed a chic white outfit which she
accessorized with a face shield and her DIY Hermes
mask which has trended on social media.

Angel Locsin shares death
threat tweet against her,
Kim Chiu and Coco Martin

In an Instagram post, Angel Locsin
In the tweet, the person who
shared a screenshot of a tweet from a is believed to be a troll on social
certain @AbellanosaNJ, an account media, tagged GMA Network and
which was later deleted.
tweeted the following in Filipino:

"Are you one of the supporters of
President Duterte and GMA? Then
I will give 200-million (currency
not mentioned) to any Duterte
and GMA supporter who can kill
Kim Chiu, Coco Martin and Angel
Locsin. NPA will join you to blowup ABS CBN compound."
Angel also posted another
screenshot claiming that Angel
is an NPA (New People's Army)
supporter and so people should
not believe what she is saying.
The graphic came with a photo
and named as a certain Palacido
Dignos.
Angel on her caption, posted
"Hello, NBI! Beke nemen po, "
possibly referring to the NBI's May
11 arrest of public school teacher
Ronnel Mas who said on Twitter
that he would give a P50-million
reward to anyone who would kill
the president.
Angel who rather seemed
unstirred, just laughed the tweet
off and even joked in one of her
replies "Baka pwedeng makahingi
naman ng ayuda kuya," possibly
referring to the 200-million being
offered by the tweeter as a reward.
Angel’s fiancée, Neil Arce, also
joked in a reply to Angel : "NPA
ka pala."

Marian Rivera donates
breastmilk in lieu of
World Day of Human
Milk Donation
Kapuso Network's primetime queen,
Marian Rivera, celebrated the World
Day of Human Milk Donation by
donating her own milk once again
to the babies in need.
In her Instagram post, she
said that she wants to share this
simple gift to all babies who would
benefit from the special nutrition
and protection that a mother's
milk can give. She said that she
is one with the "padede-moms
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" or breastfeeding mothers who
are untiringly taking care of their
children. In this time of crisis, she
hopes that her donation would help
babies who are in need most.
Marian who is already a mother
of two is known to be an advocate
of breastfeeding. She has been
recognized as “Celebrity Breastfeeding
Influencer” by the Mother and
Child Nurses Association of the
Philippines (MCNAP) twice over.
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Make your Summer 2020 as colourful and unforgettable
amid the many cancellations of major shows

Still practice the safe protocol against COVID-19
figurines; get rid of some clutters
to make your house, a real homey
home.
At the park? While social
distancing and wearing a face mask
are safety measures, bring your
by Rod E. Cantiveros
family and enjoy your barbecue
and picnic. Or just go biking and
hiking as part of your cardio and
h, Summer of 2020, so to live in this beautiful province, for healthy exercise. Go to the forest
dreadful to celebrate when sure, there's never a dull moment! and enjoy the Japanese way of "Tree
most of the major summer Brace up and keep calm as the
shows are cancelled or postponed. summer temperature is reaching
It would be drearily dull to spend a high degree. Plan, initiate and
our most precious summer rituals. implement. And there are many
Blame that invisible enemy ways to spend your summer 2020!
lurking upon us, fearing that we You can make a big difference to
might get it if we do not follow the spend your summer flings with
protocol for safety like hand washing, unforgettable memories. And with
wearing a face mask and religiously so many varieties of activities at
following social distancing.
home, at the backyard, in your local
In the province, the famous neighbourhood, or at the nearest
prairie family fair, The Red River park, and as you go along, you
Ex; the most well-attended Winnipeg might think that summer is too short
Folk Festival; and the travel to all to finish all your planned events.
nations without leaving Winnipeg,
Travel Manitoba's #Stayhome
the Foklorama; the outdoor theatre- is one of the venues to explore the
goers who flock to the Winnipeg beauty and charm of Manitoba while
Fringe Theatre; or to the shows staying home. The Internet has
of Shakespeare in the Ruins or become our household companions:
at Rainbow Stage or at the MTC; we chat, we laugh, and we share
and the annual Royal Winnipeg the aches and pains shown in many
Ballet and the TeddyBears Picnic YouTubes.
at the Assiniboine Park and outside
At home? A place where your
Winnipeg, the summer festival loving heart is shrined and with
in Steinbach, Dauphin's Country an infinite variety of activities are
Music Festival, Fort Whyte Alive, to be done. Backyard gardening
museums and more to be listed.
for your own use, like pechay,
And in our community, the annual mustard, spinach and lettuce which
biggest and most colourful cultural you can harvest within a month;
and culinary festival, The Manitoba flower gardening especially if you
Filipino Street Festival; the Quezon like "edible flowers" for salad and
ne of the recent announcements
Province Association of Manitoba's stews! Cooking, canning and kitchen
made by officials in lieu of
"Santacruzan" with Pahiyas and laboratory culinary exploits; and
Restoring Safe Services
procession of Reynas and sagalas, family backyard barbecue event. in Manitoba brings good news to
celebrating the harvest and flower Inside, in between your tv and Manitobans.
festival of May; the Celebration of streaming shows, visit your pantry,
Starting May 22, the limit on
the Philippine Independence, and look for family and friends pictures gathering sizes will be increased to
the local associations' picnic and to re-album while listening to the no more than 25 people in indoor
fish derby; the annual QPAM's oldies but goodies music; repainting premises and 50 people in outdoor
"Santa Cruzan" when the association and redecorating your living or areas, provided that social distancing
celebrates the harvest and flower family or master bedroom; dress- will still be practised. This was the
festivals.
up your house with "oxygenated announcement made by Manitoba's
Manitobans in general and house plants."Keep up with your Chief Public Health Official, Dr
Winnipeggers, in particular, do not collectibles like stamps, bits and Brent Roussin, in the televised daily
belong to the dull generation! And pieces, English cup and saucer and updates last Wednesday, May 20.

The Republic of Adobo

O

Therapy," those trees offer some
kind of calmness and relaxation.
Go to the English Garden (hoping
it will be open) and wallow yourself
to the instant scents of the flowers
and plants; play golf and go fishing
with your loved ones (safety first in
case you want to take a boat, with
floater as protection.)
We are resourceful and creative,
and within our inner-circle, there is

an infinite variety of activities and
"do-it-by-yourself" rituals.
Remember, Manitoba summer
is short and so make the most of it!
And without knowing it, all
other plans seem too many for a
short period of summer.
Never to question how short
is short; and how long is long. No
matter what, make your Summer
2020 enjoyable and healthy against
this peripatetic COVID-19!
Claim your freedom! Enjoy
and count your blessings!

Manitobans can gather in bigger
groups starting May 22

O

All photos & articles available online!

Other changes such as an
expansion of the types of businesses
that can reopen are being discussed
and more details will be announced
once those decisions are made.
“It’s not a return to normal,”
Roussin said. “We’re still dealing
with this virus and we’re still going
to need to deal with this virus for
some time, so we need to take those
precautions.”
In addition, limited outdoor
visitation in care homes will be
allowed starting May 29. Individual
facilities are putting procedures in

FilipinoJournal.com

place and will be contacting families
directly to provide details including
the start date, locations and hours
for visitation.
“Now that we have the warmer
weather upon us, there is an opportunity
to allow increased visitor access for
care home residents, and this will
be through outdoor visits,” said
Shared Health’s Lanette Siragusa.
Visitors to the care homes will
undergo screening along with hand
hygiene and physical distancing.
A maximum of two people will be
allowed at a time.
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Pinoy groups and families gather...
The Samson and Tabuena families also
celebrated their weekend at Kildonan Park
through a family picnic. "We wanted to take out
the kids because they are bored staying at home,"
Lourdes Samson said. She and her sister-in-law,
Jane Tabuena, are both frontline workers and
homeschooling their kids at the same time. They
said that this time out with the family is a good
break from the new normal that they are slowly
trying to adjust to. They thought that the park
would be the perfect place to get together so their
family of ten can practice social distancing while
they enjoy the beautiful weather.

Rico Samson manning the BBQ for the family
L-R standing: RJ Tabuena, Anton Samson and Kieser Tabuena;
L-R sitting: Jane Tabuena, Lourdes Samson and Remedios Tabuena

On a regular May long weekend, they normally visit
relatives in Saskatoon but because of the travel rules, they
opted to stay in town to keep all family members safe.
While most groups gathered for picnic and barbecue,
this lovely family simply enjoyed themselves in the
lush green grounds. Eunice and Eymard Martinez said
that this is their first time that they took their 2-year-old
daughter, Ellie, to enjoy the outdoors since the outbreak
of the pandemic.

Photos by Ron Cantiveros

Martinez family enjoying the good weather at the park
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One Canadian military
member killed and
one injured in CF
Snowbirds accident

O

ne member of the Canadian
Armed Forces (CAF) was
killed on Sunday May 17,
2020 and one other member injured
in an accident involving a Royal
Canadian Air Force (RCAF) CT114 Tutor aircraft in the vicinity of
Kamloops, British Columbia.

All photos & articles available online!
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Killed was Captain Jennifer
Casey, the team’s Public Affairs
Officer, originally from Halifax,
Nova Scotia.
Captain Richard MacDougall,
one of the team’s coordinators
and pilot of the aircraft, was
injured and is being treated for
his injuries.
The Canadian Forces
Snowbirds were deployed on
Operation INSPIRATION, a
cross-Canada tour to lift the
spirits of Canadians and salute
front-line workers during the
COVID-19 pandemic. At the time
of the accident, the CF Snowbirds
were taking off from the airport
in Kamloops, British Columbia.
The CAF are providing our
members and their families with as
much support as possible to help
them through this difficult time.
The CT-114 Tutor fleet has
been placed on an operational
pause and Op INSPIRATION
has been delayed indefinitely.
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Credit Counselling • Credit Rebuilding

New Normal Brings Back, Transforms
Activities in Southeast MB

204.987.6890
BUILD

LEARN

SAVE

your credit

to budget

p
to spend

A

couple of events in Southeast
Manitoba showed how the
pandemic is bringing back some
old-timey experiences or transforming
conventional activities in the run-up
to the May Long weekend.
On Friday, May 15, Steinbach
saw the return of the drive-in movie,
courtesy of the local Smitty’s. Around
et télécopier
Signature ________________________________________________________________________________________
50 to 60 vehicles packed the family
ns les 48 heures.
Nom / Name ______________________________________________________
Date _________________________
restaurant’s
sprawling back lot as
his page at
J’ai pris connaissance de l’avis au verso et je le comprends. / I have read the notice on the
reverse and
I understand
patrons
awaited
theit.9:00 PM screening
of 2017 crowd-pleaser ‘Jumanji’. The
Annonce représentée à 100.0% de la taille réelle. / Ad shown is 100.0% of actual size.
outdoor cinema experience treated
area residents with a blast from
the past while complying with the
physical distancing required by the
ongoing pandemic. River Heightsbased Bulldog Outdoor Movies set
up a giant 13' x 18' inflatable video
screen atop a flatbed truck. At $5 per
person or $10 per vehicle, the event
was well-received and even elicited
interest in Winnipeg. Local resident
Tracy Savard Whitby commented on
the restaurant’s Facebook page, “We
loved it!! A truly unique experience
right here in Steinbach.”
According to Christian Cassidy
who wrote an article in the Winnipeg
Real Estate News about the city’s
history of drive-in theatres, Winnipeg
had six drive-ins in operation at
one time 65 years ago. Nowadays,
Manitoba drive-in theatre fans only
have two options for enjoying an
outdoor cinema experience: make
the trip to the Stardust Drive-In in
Morden, or drive all the way to the
Big Island Drive-In near Flin Flon.
Time will tell if the resurgence of
this retro movie-going option will be
sustained by the continued physical
distancing.
As the pandemic seems to have
brought back drive-in theatres, it also
appears to be transforming the typical
fundraiser run/walks. On Saturday,
May 16, was the Social Distance
Challenge of World Vision Canada,
a Christian relief, development and

All photos & articles available online!

advocacy organization that runs
programs to overcome poverty and
injustice, and benefit children, families
and communities.
The event invited all Canadians to
get moving -- go for a run, take a walk, is the average distance that women
dance up a storm, do some jumping and children in developing countries
jacks – all in an effort to “move” need to walk each day to get water.
6,000 km across Canada – virtually. All activities can be done indoors or
To make all kilometres and activities outside, as long as local public health
count, the event provided an online regulations for social distancing are
activity tracker. Philanthropist, Model, followed. This writer and his family
Host, Writer and Real Housewives were among the participants, and
of Toronto star Joan Kelley Walker walked around the track of a nearby
pledged to donate $4 for every kilometre middle school to chip in a modest 4.5
logged into the activity tracker. Up kilometres to the cause. In an email
to $25,000 will to go towards World sent to participants, World Vision
Vision’s water, sanitation and hygiene Canada reported that over 1000
(WASH) projects to
Canadians participated, and
help stop the spread
the goal of moving 6,000 km
of COVID-19 in the
was not only achieved but the
Democratic Republic
distance covered was even
of the Congo -- one
doubled, resulting in a total
of the most fragile
of $28,000 raised. Participants
countries in the world.
received a digital certificate
The activity
as a token of World Vision
recommended 6 Joan Kelley Walker
Canada’s appreciation for
kilometres, which Event Donor
helping exceed the goal.

World Vision Canada social distance challenge

Other participants

FilipinoJournal.com

World Vision Canada social distance challenge

Edison So
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Here’s Why Living With Less Is Good For You
Becoming Ecoist
By Jomay Amora-Dueck
jomay.amora@gmail.com

I did not become a minimalist
overnight. In fact, it took me several
years to fully understand the concept
and to finally let go more than half
of what I own.
Over the course of now five
years, I have finally simplified my
life: I no longer go to the malls
every weekend, I’ve either sold or
donated most of my stuff - and most
importantly - I’ve finally paid my
debts and changed my spending
habits.
That day when I decided to
declutter my life, I was overwhelmed
by the difficulty and complexity
of the tasks I made for myself.
There was just so much stuff I have
accumulated over the years that I
didn’t even know where to begin
with. It was such a daunting task,
but I knew I had to do it.
But I wasn’t just getting rid
of stuff – I was also getting rid of
things that made me broke, unhappy
and miserable.
When the clutter was gone, I
finally realized what really meant
the most to me and what makes my
soul truly happy.
There are so many amazing
benefits a minimalist attitude could
bring to your life.
Below are a few reasons why
you should give minimalism a try:

My mortgage, debts and closetful
of stuff literally weighed me down.
My situation just made me feel
anxious, sad and depressed. I thought
there was no way out.
Embracing minimalism is like
embracing freedom: Freedom from
your earthly possessions. Freedom
from stress. Freedom from depression.
Freedom from fear. Freedom from
regrets.
If you own less, then you
don’t have to spend a lot of time
organizing your closet or cleaning
your space. Instead, you have the
freedom to appreciate the things
that really matter to you.
By living with less, we reclaim
our time – and our freedom.

BETTER RELATIONSHIPS
When you have a lot of things, your
focus is all over the place. It is hard
for you to give the important people
and things enough attention.
We tend to give too much
meaning to our possessions, often
forsaking relationships with our
parents, our spouse, our children
and our friends.
Ask yourself this: Do you
still spend quality time with your
family? How many family dinners
or special occasions did you miss
because you had to work overtime?
Do you still make time to reconnect
FREEDOM AND PEACE OF with your close friends?
MIND
Minimalism is a tool that enables
Before embracing minimalism, I us to look past the material part of
was very unhappy with my life.
our life by paying attention to how

we feel about our relationships and
nurturing the ones we care most
about.
MORE HAPPINESS
Minimalism promotes a lifestyle
focused on less consumerism and
more on personal meaning.
Living with only the bare
essentials allows us to enjoy simple
things such as a tidy room or a
simple wardrobe. It also allows us to
enjoy a feeling of contentment and
gratitude. It allows us to be present
and enjoy the moment.
With more time on our hands,
we are able to pursue our passions
and discover our missions. By fondness. I remember them far better
finding our true purpose in life, we than almost any of the physical gifts
become happier and more grateful I have received in my life.
than ever.
SIMPLE WARDROBE
LESS DEBT, MORE SAVINGS One of the most difficult tasks in
Money, as the saying goes, is the terms of applying minimalism into
root of all evil. It tears families apart, my life is downsizing my closet.
When I moved to Canada,
ruins marriages and relationships, and
keeps people from being genuinely I only brought one big suitcase
with me. Ten years later, I have
happy.
By simplifying our life – clearing accumulated a lot of clothing, shoes
the clutter, getting rid of the luxuries and accessories big enough to fill at
we don’t really need and stop least 10 balikbayan boxes.
I already had donated about
making unnecessary purchases – we
can focus on eliminating debt and 5-7 bags of clothing, and yet I felt
making better financial decisions. like I was not even done yet. To put
it into perspective, I have probably
spent at least $2,000-$3,000 on
MORE EXPERIENCES
According to some research, experiences those donated clothing.
Just thinking about how much
result in longer-lasting happiness
than material possessions. People’s money I have wasted over the years
satisfaction with the things they buy really makes me feel sad. With that
decreases over time. Meanwhile, money, I could have paid another
their satisfaction with experiences credit card or purchased a flight
ticket to Manila to visit my family.
increases over time.
There is value in simplicity.
Experiences also provide better
memories. For example, I enjoy When we consume less, we create
traveling because of the many a more meaningful life – and a
memories I have traveling with simpler wardrobe to choose from.
Remember: Less mess just
my loved ones. I look back on
those moments with great joy and simply means less stress.

by aLfie vera mella
elfideas102@yahoo.com

Sa Bahágdan ng
Pangangailángan
Saán nakakanlóng ang iyóng pulítika?
Do'n ba sa administrasyóng namámahalà
Sa oposisyóng patúloy ang pagtuligsâ?
Sa mga personalidád ba o sa bansâ?
Anó ang batayán ng 'yong paníniwalà?
Kalikásan pangangailángan bíbliya?
Síno ang mabúti at síno ang masamâ?
Maaári nga bang manatíli sa gitnâ?
Kaníno't saán ka nanánampalatayà?
Bákit párang may nangyayáring pandárayà?
May tiwála ka ba sa hindí nakikíta?
Ang iyóng náis ipipílit ba sa ibá?
Bagkús lahát ng táo ay magkakaibá
Dápat mayroóng paggálang sa isá't isá
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GOOD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
What people need to understand
is that we all contribute to climate
change. Our excessive consumerism
leads to over-consumption that
drains the Earth’s resources and
accelerates climate change.
One of the benefits of minimalism
is that it teaches us to live with
intention and to be mindful of the
consequences of our actions.
If we consume less, then we
put less garbage in the landfill. So
instead of buying plastic water
bottles, get a reusable water bottle.
Instead of constantly shopping for
clothes, be creative with what you
already have in your closet.
In our own small ways, we can
reduce our eco-footprints, minimize
pollution and help protect Mother
Nature.
Is minimalism something you’ve
considered before? How did it
change your life?
Jomay Amora-Dueck is the creator
of theecoistcollective.com and author
of Becoming Ecoist: A Beginner’s
Guide to Minimalist and Sustainable
Living. Download your FREE copy
at theecoistcollective.com.
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PEREZCOPE
by Perry Diaz
PerryDiaz@gmail.com

Death of free press
On May 5, 2020, the Philippines’
premier broadcast network shut down
under the orders of the government.
The shutdown of the free TV and radio
network sent shudders throughout
the country, as it was the country’s
number one source of news.
In an announcement, the
network management said, “This
is in compliance with the cease and
desist order issued by the National
Telecommunications Commission
(NTC) today that prohibits ABSCBN from continuing its broadcast
operations effective immediately.”
With more than 11,000 employees,
ABS-CBN has been operating as a
25-year congressional franchise. It
has been critical of President Rodrigo
Duterte’s controversial war on drugs
that has been accused of silencing
media, particularly because of his
anti-drug crackdown. The friction
began in 2016 when Duterte accused
them of not running his campaign ads.
Founded in 1946 by American
electronics engineer James Lindenberg
as Bolinao Electronics Corporation
(BEC), it was renamed Alto Broadcasting
System (ABS) after it was purchased
by Judge Antonio Quirino, brother
of then President Elpidio Quirino.
In 1956, newspaper mogul Eugenio
Lopez Sr. founded the Chronicle
Broadcasting Network (CBN) with
his brother, then-vice president
Fernando Lopez. ABS and CBN
merged in 1967 and incorporated
to form ABS-CBN Broadcasting
Corporation. It was renamed ABSCBN Corporation in 2010 to reflect

the company’s diversification into
Sports network, regional radio
networks, motion picture company,
and various entertainment and music
companies.
Over the years, ABS-CBN has
grown into a humongous business
conglomerate that affects many facets
of Philippine life and culture. It has
become the beacon of information
as it reaches out to every household
with television and radio, including
overseas Filipinos.
Shades of martial law
The shutdown reminds us of the
martial law era when the late dictator
Ferdinand Marcos declared martial
law. In the midnight of September
22, 1972, ABS-CBN and its affiliate
stations were seized. Geny Lopez,
the president of the company, was
imprisoned and held without trial for
five years until he and his cellmate
Sergio Osmeña III launched a
daring jailbreak in 1977 and sought
asylum in the U.S. together with
their families.
Shutting down the press is
oftentimes a precursor to something
more drastic. It could lead to civil
unrest just like the First Quarter Storm
(FQS) from January 26 to March 17,
1970 when students demonstrated,
protested, and marched against the
administration of Marcos. Thus
began a sequence of events. In
August 1971, the writ of habeas
corpus was suspended in the wake
of the Plaza Miranda bombing.
Then the declaration of martial law

followed in September 1972. In 1983,
Ninoy Aquino was assassinated and
eventually the 1986 EDSA People
Power Revolution toppled the Marcos
dictatorship.
While I am not saying that the
current situation is not dire enough to
provoke civil unrest, it could however
be used by the communists to foment
friction between the government and
the people, who are now suffering
from the lockdown forced upon
them by the coronavirus pandemic.
Hunger is spreading like wildfire and
has begun to take its toll.
Faced with double pandemic
– virus and hunger – and with news
blackout, Filipinos are caught in
the dark recesses of uncertainty and
gloom, nowhere to go. To deprive
them of news – any news – good or
bad, would lead them to frustration
and prone to violence, which to
many would be the last resort, which
begs the question: Why deprive the
people of vital information they need
to know at a time when the unseen
enemy is lurking around?
Who’s to blame?
Is this something that could have been
avoided? Yes! It could have been
avoided had the NTC not move to stop
ABS-CBN from broadcasting. All it
had to do was wait for Congress to act
on the network’s pending franchise
application. The current 25-year
franchise expired on May 4, 2020.
As to why Congress failed to
renew the franchise is a fool’s question.
Congress had more than two years to
pass the franchise. They could have
done it in a day. Dirty politics – and
possibly money -- and played a part
in the delay. But let’s not cry over
spilled milk. The expiration date has
passed. But that doesn’t mean that
the NTC couldn’t issue a temporary
authorization until Congress acted.
It must be noted that Congress
had earlier asked NTC to issue
provisional authority to ABS-CBN
while the House of Representatives

Mandatory Credit: Photo by ROLEX DELA PENA/EPA-EFE/Shutterstock (10552907d)
Protesters hold signs during a demonstration against moves to shutdown ABS-CBN network,
in Quezon City, east of Manila, Philippines, 10 February 2020. Philippines Solicitor General
Jose Calida on 10 February filed a quo warranto petition at the Supreme Court, seeking
to revoke the franchise of ABS-CBN Corp. and its subsidiary, ABS-CBN Convergence Inc.
Protest against moves to shutdown ABS-CBN network, Manila, Philippines – 10 Feb 2020

was working on the renewal of its
franchise, which happens quite often.
It’s not unprecedented.
But Solicitor General Jose
Calida said, “there is no law giving
it the power to do so.” To which Sen.
Sonny Angara responded that he and
"the majority of Congress" did not
believe the provisional permit was
illegal because "it has been done in the
past and it has not been invalidated."
It’s interesting to note that Calida
had earlier lodged a quo warranto
challenge in the Supreme Court
that sought to nullify ABS-CBN’s
franchise due to alleged abuses like
illegal pay-per-view offering and
foreign ownership. But ABS-CBN
denied that it had violated the law
in its 65-year service.
It was also revealed that Calida
himself had warned the NTC against
issuing provisional authority for ABSCBN to operate when its franchise
lapsed and threatened prosecution
for graft against commissioners who
would grant such authority.
Here’s another fool’s question:
Who’s to blame? Oh, didn’t he
blame Congress for the network’s
shutdown? But didn’t the Senate
pass a resolution while the House
Franchise Committee sent a letter
to the NTC authorizing it to issue

provisional authority to ABS-CBN
while the network’s franchise renewal
bill was being deliberated in Congress?
On May 3, before the franchise
lapsed the following day, Calida
warned against this move. Invoking
the OSG’s role as counsel of NTC led
Sen. Franklin Drilon to note, “there
is a conflict of interest there when
the lawyer threatens to sue its client,”
which makes one wonder: What has
Calida to gain by making waves?
Eventually, the NTC decided
on May 5 to issue a cease and desist
order instead, to which Calida hailed
it as a “triumph of the rule of law.”
However, in my opinion, NTC
shouldn’t have issued a cease and
desist order. The commissioners
should have let it play out. I doubt
if Calida would have sued NTC. He
loves to threaten. Yes, he barks a
lot and loud just like a Chihuahua.
That’s his trademark.
What happened is typical of moromoro mentality in the government.
Each actor plays a part until everybody
has played its part. In the end, all
the actors go out on stage and take
a bow. And the audience claps and
whistles.
And while the law triumphed
in the mock moro-moro show, free
press died.
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Creative DIY Projects during COVID19
Ron Cantiveros

ron@filipinojournal.com

I

f you've been to the local hardware
store during COVID19, you may
have seen bare shelves in the
paint department, and recently, nails
and screws are all gone. As many
homeowners like myself have been
staying home during COVID19, we
are also spending more time working
on improvements. We originally
started with spring cleaning in the
hopes that we could sell some stuff
at community garage sales and
get rid of stuff during Winnipeg's
Giveaway Weekend, both of which
were cancelled due to public health
orders.
The warmer weather also helps
as we can now shift from indoor
projects to gardening and outdoor
projects. We've completed some
painting and decluttering projects
and now moving onto fixing up the
backyard. Our original plan was to
buy a pre-fabricated shed and with

body was sore. Still, it was a good
feeling. By Sunday evening, we
had enough energy to build the
frame on the left and right side of
the shed. Day 2, done!
Monday, another partial day on
the project, we built the front wall.

That's where we left it. We'll tackle
the roof later this weekend. Day
3 was done! Time for a good old
fashioned Filipino BBQ backyard
dinner to celebrate our on-going
DIY backyard build.
The project is still on budget

with a few more additions to consider
along the way. As soon as this project
is done, I'll share my material lists
and maybe include some renovation
tips from our build.
Happy DIY building folks!

the extra time staying at home, we
decided that building a custom shed
would be more appropriate for our
needs and still be within budget.
After countless hours doing
research on YouTube and other online
sources, there were free DIY plans
available. As the May longweekend
approached, the 3-day weekend was
a great time to kick off our backyard
build. Let's get building!
We spent Saturday building
the foundation and took a lot longer
than I had originally anticipated.
Saturday evening, we completed
the foundation, subfloor and back
frame. After taking some Advils to
dull my sore, aching muscles, Day
1 was in the books and happy with
our accomplisments.
Sunday ended up being a day
of rest. It also didn't help that I
took about an hour just to get up
was every single muscle in my
Wrapping up Day 2 of the backyard build with 3 of the 4 walls completed.

Day 1: Laying out the lumber to visualize where our 10x8 shed and
foundation will be built.

Picking up the lumber at McMunn & Yates McPhillips

Four walls, subfloor and foundation complete after Day 3 of the
May long weekend.
Photos by Ron Cantiveros

The Canadian
Forces
Snowbirds
cross-Canada
tour flyovers
in Winnipeg
Operation Inspiration is a unique mission as the Canadian
Forces Snowbirds announced they will be flying across Canada
to inspire Canadians, especially front-line workers.
“We’ve been asked to do what we do best… inspire
Canadians,” said Lieutenant-Colonel Mike French, Commanding
Officer, Canadian Forces Snowbirds. “Through Operation
INSPIRATION, we not only want to salute the front-line
health-care workers, first responders, and essential workers,
but also all Canadians doing their part to stop the spread of
COVID-19. We want Canadians to know we’re in this with you.”
The team announced daily flyover routes, locations and
times on their social media channels including their flight
times during their early morning flights over Winnipeg on
Tuesday, May 12th.
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company objectives. Your company
advertisement in our newspaper will surely
appeal to 50,000 Filipino’s and Canadian
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information on living in Canada.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
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Social media marketing brings your company to the fastest growing
networking hubs on the Internet.
We can help you reach out to, collaborate with, and market effectively to
targeted audiences in their on-line haunts.
Social Media Marketing services include:
Social Media Strategy - ﬁnding your potential clients on-line and ﬁguring
out how to reach them.
Corporate Facebook Pages – building and managing effective Facebook
presences;
Twitter Services – using Twitter the right way.
Our social media marketing services can:
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* create buzz;
* promote and advertise products and services;
* generate sales;
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* drive more web site trafﬁc
* showcase and demonstrate product effectiveness.
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Sudoku Puzzles are games of patience, numbers and genius! The satisfaction of solving
a challenging Sudoku Puzzle is one of the greatest accomplishments any sudoku game
player can experience. Here is the puzzle. Good luck!

Solutions for Palaisipan & Sudoku will be posted online
www.FilipinoJournal.com

Horoscope
You could see you growing less visionary and more
materialistic, particularly when it comes to career, money,
and security. So you could focus even more deeply on a goal
or plan that you're trying to finish. There's a danger that you
could become obsessed, so watch out for that tendency. Could
find you sharing feelings you've held back for some time.

You may begin to feel more relaxed and less exhaust as eases
out of your career sector and enters your social sector. You've
been through a fairly hectic phase recently, but with a focus, it's
time to unwind and have some fun. On another note, don't pay
too much attention to someone's opinion, particularly if it seems
somewhat negative.

Enhance energy and encourage you to put meaningful plans
into motion. You could become evolve in a relationship that
may not be in your best interests. Guard against this, as you'll
need as much freedom as you can get if you're to make the
progress you desire. On a little white lie might be better than
being too honest.

You look very promising for work together on a long-term
project. And even though results may be slow in coming,
success can be yours with hard work. Meanwhile, your thoughts
may move toward more materialistic and career-oriented goals
and the topmost sector of your chart. They could bring drama
on the home front, which you'd be wise to ignore, especially if
you have more important matters to attend to.

Entering a phase in which you'll want to avoid too much
gatherings, preferring to spend more time doing your own
thing. Your successes and failures over the past year and
look ahead to what you hope to achieve. This can also be a
promising for collaborating on a long-term project. It might
be slow, but eventually success will be yours.

Your romance and creativity could become more focused on a
growing relationship or artistic project. However, you could get
a bit obsessed, which certainly won't help. Make time to stand
back and get involved in other things, as the outcome will be
more positive if you do. In fact can be an invitation to explore
new territory or take a break, which should help you unwind
on all levels.

10
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
20

Sangkap sa adobo
Pangalan ni
Ms. De Rossi (Aktres)
Iabot sa iba
Sagot pag di alam
Taktak ng inumin
Pagtulong sa iba na
maglagay ng dala
sa balikat
Menu ng siopao
Palayaw ng babae
____ban
Luto sa isda
Lugar sa Bataan

You may begin to feel as though a difficulty has been
lifted and your pleasure sector. If you've been busy with
family matters. You now have a chance to entertain your
senses and enjoy yourself. Think luxurious massages with
scented oils, country walks, hikes on mountain trails, dates
in exotic restaurants, or anything else can think of. This is
your chance to go for it!

It would be helpful to not get too obsessed with a certain
situation. The more you can stand back and let matters take their
course, the sooner you can find a solution. The sector of relating
allows you to take stock of key associations, friendships, and
a romantic partnership and consider how you can improve
matters. Expect the unexpected!

If you feel exhausted, your home sector could be like
returning to the blank. This is your opportunity to nurture
yourself and refill your energy. If someone calls with an
exciting project, don't immediately say yes and commit.
You need this time to get back in touch with your body and
restore yourself to stability. Nevertheless, could put you in
the spotlight. Be ready!

You may find yourself becoming a lot more attention on money,
career, and the material side of life. Indeed, the issue of financial
or other security may weigh heavily on your mind. A part of
this might be because negative in your personal financial zone,
causing you to be overly concerned with money matters. If you
can relax hold on this area, cash may flow to you more easily and from unanticipated sources. Take it easy!

PABABA

PAHALANG
1
5

You may begin to feel more relaxed. Even though you'll be
busy, you should feel less worried and a lot calmer as you go
about your everyday tasks. However, you might need to detach
from a family situation that may be taking up too much of your
time and energy. So you may realize that this situation has gone
on for too long. This is your chance to do something about it.

22 Ihagis
25 Paraan ng pagkuha
ng palay
27 Tanong kung may
pinipiling bagay
28 Welga
30 Malapad na ngiti
31 Gamit pangkinis
ng tabla
32 Sumisira sa bahay
33 Patago
34 Katawagan sa
lalaking maputi
35 Time; tagalog

1
2
3
4

Lugar sa Leyte
Siyasat
Color; tagalog
Pagdala ng tubig
sa isang bagay
6 Uri ng gulay
7 Puwang
8 Parte ng puno
9 Apelyido ng Intsik
11 Nilalang
14 Kapareha ni Eba
18 Uri ng tinapay

19
20
21
23
24
25
26
28
29
30

Tsika ng kapitbahay
Trabaho
Pangalan ng lalake
Tagpi
Bansag
Dambana
Naapi
Katawagan
Kuto ng aso
National Achievement Test
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Your mind may turn to more practical activity as enters
your sector of talk and thought. Plans that could enhance
your security, grow your business, or improve your lifestyle
may seek expression. As retrograde, steer clear of a certain
friend who may be jealous of you. In fact, you might need
to cut off the relationship completely if things don't change.

Fishing Season is Here!
With fishing tournaments this spring and
summer being cancelled, I have way more time to
spend fishing lakes and rivers that I haven’t visited
in a long time. Follow me on Kickerfish (YouTube,

Anglers in Manitoba haven’t been
slowed down by the pandemic with
thousands of people hitting the
water to fish since opening day on
May 9. A rare hot and sunny May
Long Weekend was just what was
needed to get people back outside
and getting fresh air.
While enjoying the outdoors
is definitely encouraged, social

distancing guidelines must still be
adhered to. 2m rule is in effect for
persons from different households
whether in a boat, vehicle, or
shoreline. In most cases this can
still be doable with two different
residences (carpooling or boat),
but once three households are in
close quarters fines can and have
been handed out.
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8 year old Jorel Surla caught his new personal best walleye
26” fishing with his dad Justin at Pine Falls

Facebook, Instagram) to learn tips and techniques on
how to become a better angler. I will be sharing info and
videos targeting all kinds of species in Central Canada.
As always check out the Filipino Anglers Association
of Manitoba as well. Our growing membership is a wealth
of knowledge and a great opportunity to meet and fish
with other avid anglers in our community.

2 year old Nash Labaupa caught his first ever black crappie when he
and his mom Divine got a doubleheader at Lac Du Bonn

3 year old Ashton Polvorosa caught this northern pike fishing with his dad Ken

P R OU D L Y
S U P P OR T I N G
T H E F IL I P I N O
C OM M U N I T Y

Here for your family
during a time of need.
Ask us about how we can support your family with accessible solutions
by broadcasting your funeral via webcast during the COVID-19 pandemic.
We are committed to providing compassionate service during this challenging time of social isolation. Based on the Province of Manitoba’s
Public Health directive, no more than 10 people can be present at our funeral home at one time. To best assist you, please call our office for
alternative funeral/lamay solutions.

IMMEDIATE NEED? WE’RE HERE FO R YOU 2 4 /7

Exclusive Offer
For Filipino Journal Readers

Let’s get social

1839 INKSTER BOULEVARD
1006 NAIRN AVENUE
MOSAICFUNERALS.CA
INFO@MOSAICFUNERALS.CA

OWNER DARIN HOFFMAN
& SPOUSE ZENY REGALADO

PREARRANGE TODAY AND SAVINGS EQUIVALENT TO THE GST
WILL BE APPLIED. Traditional interment and memorial services only.
Offer valid with coupon code FILIPINOJOURNAL, one coupon per
prearranged client. Offer expires June 30, 2020.
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